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Shattering the Muses, Rainer J. Hanshe’s third book, is a hybrid 
entity constructed of quotes, poetry, short essays, and visual  
art, including original works created expressly for the book by 
Italian artist Federico Gori. Fragmentary & elliptic, aphoristic 
& apothegmatic, Shattering the Muses explores, if not enacts,  
the eclipsing of the logos and creative force within individuals 
as well in the spheres of culture & civilization.

Spanning a broad range of history, Shattering the Muses stages 
the fundamental chiasmic unity of creation and destruction as 
it occurs in individuals, whether a result of choice, tragic events, 
and/or social, religious, or political exigencies. It also enumer-
ates the destruction of individual artworks, museums, and the 
various biblioclasms enacted by numerous cultures from bibli-
cal times till today. When do individuals & cultures rise out of 
catastrophe and destruction, and when do they descend into 
silence, either temporarily, or (possibly) permanently, & thus 
remain forever shattered?

If language or the creative force is a dwelling place, conversely, 
when it disintegrates, or is rendered inoperative, or when we 
as individuals or as a civilization are split from it — this is the 
ultimate form of the Unheimlich, an extreme cataclysm out of 
which there is often no return. Hanshe proposes that “apoca-
lypses” are not eschatological, but ontological, ever-present, con-
tinuous events that threaten us. Hope before disaster, creation 
in the midst of inevitable evaporation. Shattering the Muses is 
a pæan to the book, a work of mourning and of threat, where 
the fragility of consciousness, of art as a positive power, is an 
ephemeral but stalwart citadel against barbarism.
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encomiums

“Shattering the Muses shows us the cataclysm of iconoclasm : 
that those who destroy idols will also destroy civilization, that 
art needs to be defended from barbarism : but, just as impor-
tantly, that art is itself laden with barbarism : that Apollo can, 
and does, flay Marsyas. Hanshe writes with the ferocity and 
verve that have made him one of our most provocative con-
temporary voices, but he has added a conceptual subtlety and 
a historical insight that make Shattering the Muses a moving 
elegy for the æsthetic complexity our world is on the brink  
of losing.”

— Nicholas Birns, author of Theory After Theory and Contemporary 
Australian Literature

“The anguish of the forfeiture, almost perhaps sacrifice,” he 
writes. “ Thought is buried ; thought is exiled,” he writes else-
where. In a work shot through with images of desolated librar-
ies and assassinated poets, Hanshe offers both a defiant outcry 
and agonizing elegy for a history of book-burnings & execu-
tions. His text is therefore a most powerful chronicle : that is, 
it immortalizes an ongoing existential conflict between ma-
chineries of ideological suppression and the visionaries who 
stain pages on behalf of a world that annihilates them. Hanshe 
thus takes his place among a legion of solitary, war-torn  
writers — Cendrars, Radnóti, Char, de Nerval — whose words 
stand against the many regimes of order & domination around 
us. This book is a counter-current to those forces that look to 
desolate thought. This book honors our kind.

— Jason Mohagheh, author of The Chaotic Imagination, Inflictions : The 
Writing of Violence in the Middle East, and Insurgent, Poet, Mystic,  
Sectarian



Don Quixote’s adventures began when he sealed & plastered 
over the door to his library, enclosing his beloved books for-
ever within the center of his ancestral home. On a larger scale, 
as Ezra Pound noted, culture begins when we have forgotten 
the book. Shattering the Muses explores similar terrain and a 
similar paradox of creative destruction. Cast between word 
and silence, memory and forgetting , the reader enters a laby-
rinthine assemblage of stories, essays, fictions, facts, anecdotes, 
quotations, and images that imagine a world in which art and 
literature might end with a bang , not a whimper. Amid the 
contemporary din and chatter of blogs and comment streams, 
the book collects and recollects moments in the life of litera-
ture — and in the writing lives of Radnóti, Beckett, Char, 
Celan, Nietzsche, Rimbaud and others — wherein words tee-
ter on the edge of a twofold annihilation, that of the burning 
of books and of books that burn from within. In either case, 
as Pound also suggested, the book should be a ball of light in  
one’s hand. Shattering the Muses enacts and demonstrates a  
cry for such a vision of writing.

— Stuart Kendall, tr. of George Bataille’s Inner Experience, Blanchot’s 
Lautréamont & Sade, and other works

As a series of profound meditations & digressions on the en-
tropy of time and life, as well as the menacing realities of terror 
& fanaticism, Shattering the Muses establishes Hanshe as one 
of the most innovative and boldest authors currently writing in 
the English language. At once poetic & philosophical, utopic 
& dystopic, tragic & comic, this work is a veritable hymn to 
the redemptive power of art and literature. It is a poignant and 
beautifully conceived work of art that in turns dazzles and dis-
turbs, an antifascist art-work that upholds Nietzsche’s promise  
that one day man may be delivered from the spirit of re-
venge. Reading Hanshe makes for an extraordinary experience.

—Keith Ansell-Pearson, Professor of Philosophy, University of Warwick
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I was the first, by piercing boxwood with holes wide apart, to produce 
the music of the aulos. The sound was sublime; but in the water that 
reflected my face, I saw my virgin cheeks deformed. “Art is not worth  
this to me; farewell, my aulos! ” said I, & threw it away; it fell on the  
turf of the riverbank. — Ovid, Fasti
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And so, with a scribe’s knife, King Jehoiakim of Judah cuts the 
edge of the scroll on which Baruch ben Neriah recorded the dictation of  
Jeremiah and casts it into his brazier, cutting more and more, column by 
column, whittling words to pieces as if quartering flesh, till the entire scroll 
is incinerated.

Words aflame, thought aflame, flesh aflame.
And Yahweh roars:
He shall have no one to sit upon the throne, and his corpse shall be cast 

out to the heat by day and the frost by night. I will punish him, his descen-
dants, & his servants for their iniquity. I will bring on them, on the inhabit-
ants of Jerusalem, & on the people of Judah, all the evils that I told them.
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T
he journey of Renato Naso begins one late spring in 2012 —.  
the separation from country, from city, from language, from …. 
home (can the eternal nomads ever speak of a *(t)koimo- ?), though 

Renato cannot foresee the consequences, or that his departure will be 
the onset of, in some strange way, unknowingly putting his life in sus-
pension, or living in a state of eternal between, and that a rupture, frac-
ture, and shattering will slowly form within him — a thread is being 
stretched so taut it will eventually snap like the cut wires of a suspension 
bridge, shooting into the air with ferocious violence, like agitated snakes  
ricocheting into oblivion.

All of the frames that structure his life come to their natural end, or col-
lapse through his willing them to collapse, while the violent din of New 
York, the grating , shrill, screeching noises, the pestiferous scents, the 
degradation, the disturbing density of millions of humans congested in 
ever-diminishing spaces, reach an excruciating pitch, not to speak of the 
swift evisceration of the city’s character : its homogenization, its subur-
banization, its usurpation by the avaricious. It is then that, with hardly 
a thought and little planning , he leaves for Berlin. Taking with him only 
one suitcase of clothes & two small suitcases of books, for the first time 
in his life, Renato is separated from his library.

At the airport, since he gravely misjudges the weight of his suitcases,  
Renato is forced to abandon many of his books. In a state of severe dejec-
tion, with terrible reluctance, he chooses which to leave behind in the ter-
minal, slowly stacking them one atop the other, as if building a tombstone 

— mettre sa forêt à bandon. It is the onset of some form of disembodiment.
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Before entering the security threshold, he turns back toward his pillar 
to witness it being dismantled by other passengers, with avidity — the 
image still haunts him. It feels like bits of his liver are being ripped  
from out his body.

The anguish of this forfeiture, almost perhaps sacrifice, unknowingly  
precedes a greater forfeiture, a crisis to come, the event of his eclipse.

* * * * *

Before having left for Berlin, Renato stores a large number of his books 
and other belongings at his brother’s house. Several days later, a terrible 
disaster strikes, devastating New York and the surrounding area. His 
brother’s house is flooded with water & sewage, but Renato’s books have 
been preserved, perched as they are on a long butcher’s block in a garage, 
just six inches from devastation. 

Retrospectively, leaving moments before such a disaster imbues his jour-
ney with a sense of destiny, his having narrowly escaped a terrible event, 
one that would have suspended his life in a different way, temporarily 
trapped him in a city he knew he could no longer live in.

* * * * *
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                           IT                      APPEARS
and with-
draws,

                             SHINES
                     and  PERISHES
                             MANIFESTING

& concealing
                       as it unremittingly
                                shifts
be-
tween

                            APPEARING
    & with-
drawing

                            EMERGING FROM
       and re-
     ce
  ding

 i

.n

.t

.o
 its enigmatic
      source

                              The VEILING               appearance
                                the PROJECTING     illusion
                                the HO-LOG(OS)-RAPH

                                                                                                   The conflictual,
agonistic tens-
ion
of                       PHUSIS
                                                                              The intimate   unity
                                                                                the drawn       bow : — — 
                                                                                the                   AGON
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                   The poet of the Trans-Siberian is wanted by the Gestapo, 
not only due to his being a war correspondent for the British, but also 
because, as they believe, but which is not true, he is a Jewish writer  
of French expression — compound malediction.
                                                                   Prior to its distribution,
the Gestapo confiscates & pulps Chez l’armée anglaise, the collected edi-
tion of his Paris-soir articles for the British Expeditionary Force.
                                      L’homme  
foudroyé escapes to Aix-en-Provence, to 12 rue Clemenceau, the house of 
Mme. Duchâteau, the mother of his wife Raymone, who leaves France  
for South America to tour with Louis Jouvet. Unlike Charlotte Delbo, 
she will not return to France to join the Resistance.
                                                                              The Gestapo occupy  
the poet’s apartment in Paris at 12 avenue Montaigne, as well as his house 
in Tremblay-sur-Mauldre. They ransack both and destroy his entire  
library, books collected throughout his life, including from during his 
voyages around the world, as well as all of his papers. This decimation 
of the word brings about une éclipse de ma personnalité —
                                                                              Not long after  
his arrival, the day after an eclipse of the moon, a member of the Ge-
stapo is stationed near him, violating women, violating the retreat of a  
writer.

For many years, this prodigious, one-armed bourlinguer does not 
write — even in the poet of the Trans-Siberian, language goes silent, 
the blank page a void
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Feuersprüche !
Isaac Babel, Henri Barbusse, Ernst Barlach, Walter Benjamin, Ernst 
Bloch, Bertolt Brecht, Max Brod, Joseph Conrad, Otto Dix, Alfred 
Döblin, John Dos Passos, Fyodor Dostoyevsky, Theodore Dreiser, 
Ilya Ehrenburg , Albert Einstein, Friedrich Engels, Lion Feuchtwanger, 
Marieluise Fleißer, Leonhard Frank, Sigmund Freud, André Gide, Yvan 
Goll, Maxim Gorki, Oskar Maria Graf, George Grosz, Jaroslav Hašek, 
Heinrich Heine, Ernest Hemingway, Hermann Hesse, Ödön von Horvath, 
Victor Hugo, Aldous Huxley, Heinrich Eduard Jacob, James Joyce, 
Franz Kafka, Georg Kaiser, Erich Kästner, Helen Keller, Alfred Kerr, 
Egon Kisch, Siegfried Kracauer, Karl Kraus, D.H. Lawrence, Vladimir 
Lenin, Theodor Lessing , Alexander Lernet-Holenia, Karl Liebknecht, 
Jack London, Georg Lukács, Rosa Luxemburg , Heinrich Mann, Klaus 
Mann, Thomas Mann, Ludwig Marcuse, Marsyas, Karl Marx, Vladimir 
Mayakovsky, Robert Musil, Vladimir Nabokov, Carl von Ossietzky, 
Erwin Piscator, Alfred Polgar, Erich Maria Remarque, Ludwig Renn, 
Rainer Maria Rilke, Joachim Ringelnatz, Romain Rolland, Joseph 
Roth, Nelly Sachs, Felix Salten, Anna Seghers, Arthur Schnitzler, 
Upton Sinclair, Carl Sternheim, Bertha von Suttner, Ernst Toller, 
Leo Tolstoy, Leon Trotsky, Kurt Tucholsky, Jakob Wassermann, 
Frank Wedekind, H.G. Wells, Franz Werfel, Grete Weiskopf, Arnold  
Zweig , Stefan Zweig , Isaac Babel

Das war ein Vorspiel nur . . .
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Martin Luther’s Birthday
1938
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5 July 1940

Führer Directive
Adolf Hitler

authorizes the

Einsatzstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg für die Besetzten Gebiete

to confiscate :

1) books ;
2) manuscripts from national libraries & archives ;
3) important ecclesiastical & Masonic artifacts ; +
4) all valuable cultural property belonging to the
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And so, in 213 BC, Emperor Chin Shin Huang Di orders every page 
of writing in the empire to be burned publicly so as to rewrite history and elect 
himself the first ever Emperor of Zhongguo. 

The Great Wall, the Terracotta Army, the Bonfires.
O Violent Palimpsest.
Beware the Book ?
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PROHIBITION !

“You shall not make for yourself a graven image, or any likeness of anything 
that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water 
under the earth.” 

Exodus 20 :4 
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12 SEPTEMBER 1940
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                                                                          O–N–E–––––TH–READ

               pulls us
         a–gain–st
     our–
selves,
but out of fidelity to another, a thread that  s  t  r  e   t    c    h    e      s.
with                  e     q     u     a     l                            t     e     n     s     i     o     n
                                                                                               in the op–
                                                                po–
                                       site
                 direct–
ion
                                                                          we  push
                                                                          a–gain–st
                                                                          IT

               Here is the pressure
                               of BEING ;
                             the taut-ness
                               of        life.
               Here is
                             THE THREAD
                       whose tensility is tested
                                                                                               to the most ab–
                                                       sol–
       ute 
ex–t–––––––––r––––––––––––––e–––––––––––m–––––––––––e––––––––––––––––––––––––      
  s
                             An enigmatic,
                             eternal wrestling ,
                             for that which we wrestle
a–
gain–st
                              is also that
                              without which
                              we would
                              not be —
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Despite developing something of a heimat in Berlin, and despite the 
degree to which Renato flourishes while there, it doesn’t prove to be a 
 *(t)koimo- for him. The temper & spirit of the city, which he finds stolid, 
haunted by a strange, deathly silence (a historical spectre ?), doesn’t ap-
peal to him, is ultimately too Prussian, its mores echoing through time 
in the country’s social stratifications, its laws, its unspoken codes ; in fact, 
in its patterns of walking , too. In subtle, pervasive ways, he finds it even 
conformist, just as it lacks elegance & is devoid of architectural beauty.  
As Otto Dix said, even in 1923 : One soon tires of Berlin ; there’s nowhere 
to really call home.

It is in Berlin that Renato’s ceaseless wandering begins, and the city is 
less a *(t)koimo-, more a portage, a temporary … station … from which 
he frequently travels elsewhere. Although, officially, he lives there for two 
years, he is only present in the city for an entirety of four months. Due 
to his work (he is the editor of a journal), he travels to other countries, 
wandering from Berlin to Hungary, Italy, France, Turkey, and elsewhere.

The effect of this wandering & continual placelessness, the loss of abso-
lute solitude, of abandoning every comfort and vestige of home, of being 
without a room of his own, further distant from his library, will prove 
to be threatening. He often refers to himself as a cross between a cloud 
& a jellyfish.

* * * * *

Two years later, he returns to NYC to close his apartment so as to make 
a permanent *(t)koimo- in Europe. Since he is unsure about remaining 
in Germany, he puts the remainder of his belongings in storage, at his 
brother’s house, thereby more definitively separating himself from his 
library, which may as well be buried, entombed, for it has been dead to 
him for two years.

No longer is he surrounded by his books, no longer do they stand like to-
tems about him, rising from floor to ceiling & from wall to wall, piled on 
tables, on the floor, on his desk, overflowing like vines stretching across 
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walls, proliferating unawares as if growing in the night — thought carved 
into form, the living word, the page imbued with breath, carried into his 
veins, the absorption of thought, of vision, of sensibility. No. Squared 
away, concealed, buried in box after box, his library is inert — hoisted 
into an attic to remain unread, unseen, untouched, the pages gathering 
dust, perhaps mites, the books imprisoned in darkness, devoid of light, 
like fish resting below sand at the bottom of an ocean. Or mummies.

* * * * *

When Renato finally returns to Europe, he decides that he will no longer 
remain in Berlin, but before finding a new place to live, he has to con-
tinue traveling for work, and so he wanders to Czechoslovakia, Spain, and 
Bosnia, each new destination separating him further & further from his 
books, further & further from the word, further & further from read-
ing strictly for leisure, further & further from writing. He cannot foresee 
when he will ever return to New York. Because he can live anywhere, be-
cause his work does not tether him to any specific place, the sense of be-
ing nothing more than a cloud, some hovering , ephemeral object with no 
focused destination, intensifies. He has visited so many countries, and so 
frequently, that he no longer remembers exactly where he had been, and 
when. The perpetual but unavoidable dislocation from space also affects 
his memory, and thereby his thinking.

* * * * *
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NOW

Around the world,

                 at daybreak,

                                 in streets & subways,
                              on vehicles & buildings,
                               in airports & elsewhere,
                                       paper & electronic billboards

                                       ARE EVERYWHERE 

DISMANTLED &  DESTROYED

Those that remain are entirely

RPF
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When examining the blackened billboards, investigators around the world 
find in each of them the same series of three ingrained letters :

RPF

The culprits behind the gesture remain unknown.
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And so, because Xianyang is overcrowded and the palaces of the 
former kings are too small, Qin orders the burning of books, and Chief 
Justice Li Si humbly proposes that :

All historical records but those of Qin be burned. If anyone who is not 
a court scholar dares to keep the ancient songs, historical records, or writing 
of the hundred schools, these should be confiscated and burned by the provincial 
governor and army commander. Those who in conversation dare to quote the 
old songs and records should be publicly executed ; those who use old precedents 
to oppose the new order should have their families wiped out ; and officers 
who know of such cases but fail to report them should be punished in the same 
way. If thirty days after the issuing of this order the owners of these books 
have still not had them destroyed, they should have their faces tattooed and 
be condemned to hard labor at the Great Wall. The only books which need 
not be destroyed are those dealing with medicine, divination, and agriculture. 
Those who want to study the law can learn it from the officers.

And when the Emperor sanctions the proposal, in protest, some 
scholars celebrate the necessity of critique, then flee. 

Learning of their escape, the Emperor orders the chief counselor to 
try the other scholars, each of who incriminate one another, and over 460 
are sentenced to death, buried alive in the capital. Others are banished to 
frontier regions.

Beware the book ? 
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The arrival of the night, of a moment past midnight, the tense time of 
02 :00 in the morning , when an aircraft observes the signals of the maqui-
sards and reduces its altitude to enable the descent by parachute of the 
school, or let us say, of the faction des poètes du tympan.

Their descent, lit by the bright and knowing argentum of the moon, will 
not be obstructed, even by the breeze, for they are not guided by the ca-
cophonous bang of the war drum, but by the more silent, more mysteri-
ous, more delicate pulse of an inner drum, of an interior tympan, of the 
silent call.

Listening attentively, hearkening to that which is typically undetected, the 
poets of the inner tympan tend with adroitness to the near noiseless event, 
waiting on tenterhooks, stretching the skin of their ears across space-time, 
hearkening to rhythms, to sensations, to the subtlest of vibrations — not 
to the violent beat of the war drum, but to the drum of opposition, to 
sounds as near-mute as the pulse of a heart, to skins which have not yet 
broken, however taut they are stretched, with extreme pressures & ten-
sions, testing tensility to its threshold. They listen to the Tympani of the 
Muses, who not only struggle against shattering , but carry shattering within  
them, balancing at the near-edge of disaster, at the near-edge of hope,  
the gate that is of oblivion, of a — potentially — rending paradox.

At the silent moment when the Owl of Minerva spreads its wings, the 
Tympani of the Muses resound, echoing over precipices, reverberating be-
fore the evanescent light of the moon, shimmering like a light that only 
the blind can see. Is this also the moment when the Ærendgast of History 
takes flight ?
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Les conditions de l’armistice, dans ce grand Malheur 
général qui s’abattait sur le Français, eurent une ac-
tion immédiate sur mon sort particulier et, comme 
pour beaucoup d’autres, bouleversèrent ma vie et 
fixèrent ma ligne de conduite dans les années qui  
allaient suivre.

Having been forced to flee avenue Montaigne, while hiding from 
the Gestapo from 1940 to 1944 and living in poverty, the poet who 
lost the lower half of his right arm in the First World War is often 
at the Mejanes Library in Aix-en-Provence engaging in research 
on levitation, as well as other forms of flight, from the natural to 
the technological to the mystic, such as the acts of levitation and 
flight presumed to have been performed by Joseph de Cupertino, 
who the maimed poet proposed be adopted as the patron saint of 
French aviators, like his son Remy, an aviator felled from le ciel on 
26 November 1945.

*

The E R R engage in sanctioned biblioclasms, 
stealing 100s of thousands of books from Prague’s 
Charles University Library and the Rabbinical 
Seminary Libraries of Berlin and Breslau. 
They bring them to the Theresienstadt Ghetto 
to display in Alfred Rosenberg’s Museum of the 
Extinct Race.

*

Je ne trouve pas de mots. Un œil témoin ? une 
prise de conscience accusatrice ? un automate ? 
Comment dénommer les ombres dans le noir ?  
On n’est pas neutre ! Le silence n’est pas humain.

In seclusion, out of his 
study of flight in all its forms, out of his silence, out of fire, out 
of images, out of his lotissement du ciel, the word begins to sound 
again in Cendrars, who emerges from being eclipsed & returns 
to the wor(l)d :
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Et alors, j’ai pris feu dans ma solitude car 
écrire c’est se consumer... L’écriture est un in-
cendie qui embrase un grand remue-ménage 
d’idées et qui fait flamboyer des associations 
d’images avant de les réduire en braises cré-
pitantes et en cendres retombantes. Mais si 
la flamme déclenche l’alerte, la spontanéité 
du feu reste mystérieuse. Car écrire c’est brû-
ler vif, mais c’est aussi renaître de ses cendres.

What is articulated here too 
is the enigma of the renewal of the word. Its volcanic regeneration 
is mysterious, but it comes, even after an eclipse such as Cendrars 
suffered. Will it come with even greater individual and collective 
eclipses ? Or will some be unmitigated and absolute ? Will the 
most adamant silence come, a silence as unbreakable as stone ?  
A stripping away & transformation of skin ? The true and total 
undoing of genesis ? Or worse ? Will the world be obliterated 
and we become but animals, weltarm und weltlos ?
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Under the current circumstances my literary attitude can be expressed 
only by silence.

 

 
                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                    

René Lacôte
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And so, St. Constantine issues edicts against the non-Trinitarian 
Arians and instigates systematic book burning , proclaiming ,

If any writing composed by Arius should be found, it should be handed over 
to the flames, so that not only will the wickedness of his teaching be obliterated, 
but nothing will be left even to remind anyone of him. And I hereby make a public 
order, that if someone should be discovered to have hidden a writing composed by 
Arius, and not to have immediately brought it forward and destroyed it by fire, 
his penalty shall be death. As soon as he is discovered in this offense, he shall be 
submitted for capital punishment . . . .

Beware the Book ?
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Les dents des femmes sont des objets si charmants …

Arbeit Macht Frei
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To Sergei Esenin

I see — your cut-open hand
maddeningly swings
your own bones like a sack

Why increase the number of suicides ?
Better to increase the output of ink !

And, as condolences, poetic junk they gave,
unrehashed hangovers from funerals of the past.
Blunted rhymes are shoved in to exorcise your grave —
is that how a poet is to be honored in the end ?
A monument for you hasn’t yet been cast —
where it is, bronze reverberant or granite grand ? —
but there, already, by memory’s bars 
dedications and memoirs of rubbish stand.

— Mayakovski

27 December 1925

14 April 1930

… not even a tremor’s left.
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Each time the billboards are rebuilt and papered or illuminated anew, 
they are again dismantled, destroyed, & 

And each time, the same series of three ingrained letters are discovered 
in them.

RPF
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One eclipsed, no longer able to write, suffering from “si longues et de si 
douloureuses années de silence,” but reading , studying flight, another writ-
ing to retain his sanity : just over 60km due north of Aix-en-Provence, 
in the Parc Naturel Régional du Luberon, Samuel Beckett hides out  
with his wife in Roussillon, a small village punctuated by deserted wind-
mills and red ochre cliffs rife with abandoned quarries : sanctuaries for 
munitions, asylums for refugees.

During these years of privation & threat, 
after a long fallow period, Beckett begins writing again on 1 March 1943, 
continuing to work on Watt, which he originally began in Paris in Febru-
ary 1941, before the exposure of Gloria.

*

The struggle against Jewry & Freemasonry con-
tinues : 647 crates of books are stolen from The Al-
liance Israelite Universelle, 243 from the French 
Rabbinical Seminary.

*

                                                                Beckett says that he writes to get 
away from war and occupation. A means of staying sane, a way to keep 
his hand in, to sustain the tautness of the thread, spinning out logos like  
a beam of light.
                     The difficulty of knowing , the impossibility of knowing , 
the collapse of Cartesian totality, the recognition of world and man as 
radically fragmentary. This is not the anachronistic conflict of matter and 
spirit ; it is the violent discord of a kaleidoscopic configuration of physical 
& psychological forces. Oui. But in the midst of wor(l)d terror, in him, in 
the one seeking a Literatur des Unworts, the word does not go silent ; the 
thread does not disintegrate ; logos persists, even as he seeks to castigate 
it, to eviscerate it, to form a Logoclasts League whose aim is to rupture 
writing , to allow the void to protrude like a hernia. A deliberate pursuit 
of silence, through the Unwort. The naught is more real than nothing.  
In his agon with the word, it approaches him like no other :
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you must say words, as long as there are any, until they find me, until they 
say me, strange pain, strange sin, you must go on, perhaps it’s done already, 
perhaps they have said me already, perhaps they have carried me to the 
threshold of my story, before the door that opens on my story, that would 
surprise me, if it opens, it will be I, it will be the silence, where I am, I don’t 
know, I’ll never know, in the silence you don’t know, you must go on, I can’t 
go on, I’ll go on.

                               Yet writing Watt is not an escape from war & occupation  
as the Logoclast characterizes it, certainly not in any strict sense, since he 
is a key figure of the Resistance, one for whom Nazi bullets are marked, 
constraining him to flee Paris, to abandon his library, to abandon his ar-
chive in the midst of global biblioclasms. Father Alesch, German Abwehr 
agent № 162, exposes his cell, most of its members being deported to Ra-
vensbruck, Mauthausen, Buchenwald. In the name of the Father, the Son, 
& the Holy Ghost ? If the Gestapo were victorious, as they were with the 
other members of Gloria, Murphy would have been Beckett’s final book. 
To exterminate him would have been to exterminate an œuvre, to evis-
cerate the history of drama, to disembowel literature and alter a century.  
Is the history of writing not the history of humanity ?
                                                                                               In being constrained 
to flee Paris, in being separated from his library, from an archive around 
which his words were born, a literary freedom erupts, as over the recent 
past, the fractured I of a dissolved cogito grew more and more eclipsed 
from English, saw it as a veil in need of rending so as to reach the con-
cealed nothingness, the sole viable form of expression, where skeptical 
resignation is forever sustained, not as negation, but as the optimal au-
thentic mode of knowledge — the single light before dark matter, the 
thread of threads.

*

The biblioclasts persist with Cerberitic force :

In Vilna, Dr. Johannes Pohl of the ERR selects 20,000 
significant books out of a larger bounty taken from various 
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towns and 100s of synagogues as well as the sale of over 
75,000 books as raw material to deliver to a paper- 
shredding mill.

And then there are the uncounted books, the uncountable 
books, those destroyed through the extermination of those 
who would have been writers, and those who were.

*

 The Logoclast  
isn’t solely writing though, but collecting information on the movement 
of German troops which he deciphers, classifies, translates, and types, 
readying it for microfilm for transport to London via Madame Picabia 
(sometimes she conceals the data in her underwear), making contacts 
between Resistance workers and aiding the retrieval, concealment, and 
delivering of ammunition for destroying railroad yards used to transport 
German supplies. Sometimes, he leaves grenades on his terrace ; some-
times, he plays chess ; sometimes, he retrieves arms from the quarries ; 
sometimes, he writes. If writing leads him to silence, it is to an articulated 
silence, to a condensation of the logos that makes silence more tangible. 
It is between words, as between notes, that silence becomes ever palpable. 
Metaphysical and personal structures collapse ; the balance between the 
word and the world is shattered — it is the permutation that demon-
strates the breakdown of knowledge. Stretched beyond the threshold of 
tautness, like a violin string pitched too high, the thread snaps.
 The void is  
breached through the disintegration of rationality, which cannot main-
tain sense. Humanity is incommensurable. Peering out the window at 
the old wordless world, little sounds come that demand nothing , ordain 
nothing , explain nothing , propound nothing , and the short necessary 
night is soon ended. Darkness accumulates, thickens, then suddenly 
bursts and drowns everything. Writing leads to silence, yet again, it 
is through the logos that the alogos is heard. Forget unifying historical  
chaos, forget clarifying individual chaos, forget anthropomorphosizing
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the inhuman necessities that provoke chaos. Bring the straws, the flotsam, 
names, dates, the first and the final dash, not the final animism, but the 
pure incoherence of times and men and places, the amusing , the laugh, 
the long silent guffaw of the knowing non-exister !

When the war is over, the man who preferred blackbirds to nightingales 
eventually returns to Paris where, unlike for l’homme foudroyé, most of 
his books and papers remain intact — they survive the biblioclasm as he 
survived the clasm of his œuvre. Despite completing Watt in December 
of 1944, & luckily retrieving the bulky manuscript from the British War 
Office when it was confiscated in early 1945 during his journey to Ireland, 
the word is not received. It is said to be “too wild and unintelligible,” not 
fit for “allocating any of our very limited supply of paper to its production.” 
Others were baffled by it, responding to it with hostility, saying it was  

“too difficult.” “What is it that this Dublin air does to these writers ? ” 
The whoresons did not realize it was born of a different air …
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After a near-decade of being rejected, Watt is finally published in 1953 — 
but what is time to one who knows that the sub specie æternitatis vision is 
what enables one to persist before disaster ?

who may tell the tale
of the old man ?
weigh absence in a scale ?
mete want with a span ?
the sum assess
of the world’s woes ?
nothingness
in words enclose ?

                                        It is in words that nothingness is enclosed ; it is in 
words that silence is enclosed, in words, just as nothingness is enclosed 
between each strand of thread, just as space is enclosed between each 
vibrating string , matter between dark matter.

Nature As Seen By Sick Minds !
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And so, in ancient Syria, Emperor Jovian destroys the Library of  
Antioch as an act of vengeance against Julian the Apostate. And on Sep-
tember 11, he declares that those who worship ancestral gods must die, 
and on 23 December, two days before the supposed birth of Christ, death 
is promised to those who engage in pagan ceremonies, & pagan texts are 
set aflame — libricide.

Beware the Book ? 
Beware the Acolytes.
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PROHIBITION !

“The poet’s products are inferior in comparison to the truth, and he 
resembles the painter also in associating with an inferior part of the soul, 
not with the best part. By rights, therefore, we ought not to admit him into a 
city which is going to be well governed, since it is an inferior part of the soul 
that he arouses & feeds, and by making this strong destroys the rational 
part. [...] The imitative poet sets up a bad regime in the soul of each individual, 
gratifying the senseless part of it… He is nothing but an image-maker, &  
he stands far removed from the truth.” 

Plato, The Republic
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                    The Unzeitgemäße
                the sacrificial animals
                                            who peer into the okkos of their epoch,
                                            that beast with shattered vertebræ,
                     and seek to join it ~*~

                         Amidst the deafening noise,
                                                                    they hear it cracking ;
                                                                    through the darkness,
                                                                    they see it cracking ,

S H A T T E R I N G

           they are the fracture itself
                                            the violent caesura
                               both obstructing & suturing the schism

                                                 the poets, 
                                                                    the painters, 
                                                                                            the thinkers
                                             all the artisans of some tekne
                                                                 juggling the  shattered 

                                                             V          E          R          
                         T          E       (NE)    B          R          A           E           

                                              of the beast

                                                                    buoyed & broken by time

                                                                    shattering & suturing

               out of desolation,
               out of destruction,
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                  THEY RISE
                                               giving blood to construct

                                                                          writing with blood
                                                                      painting with blood
                                                                      thinking with blood

                                         to overcome & begin anew

                                                        not to cast the aulos to the riverbank
                                                        not to torture the transgressor
                                                        not to tear the strings from the lyre

                                                                     but to tie the knot of Innigkeit
                                                                     and, like Marsyas, 
                                                                                              TO UNITE

                              Out of blood, a river

He is our forbear, 
not Athena
He gave his flesh 
like Prometheus his liver
He who perished
in pursuit of the impossible
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Birkenau
Block 31

A clandestine library
8 to 10 books
H.G. Wells’ A Short History of the Worl d
& others
not to speak 
of 
the memorized books 
recited to the children 
of the birch forest

Its readers are all exterminated.

Nous sommes à jamais perdus dans le désert de l ’éternèbre.
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25 September 1940

How can one still write ?
I can sense the deep connection that links a writer to his era 
as I had never sensed it before.

All the frameworks of thought in which I thought and lived have, 
perhaps, been destroyed.

I feel completely insecure when I write.
My thoughts seem to me those of a madman. 
It is the world that is mad around me.

But the effect is the same.

The connection between it and me has been destroyed.

Jean Guéhenno
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